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ABSTRACT
Patient-centered care requires different approaches depending on the clinical
situation. Motivational interviewing and shared decision making provide practical
and well-described methods to accomplish patient-centered care in the context
of situations where medical evidence supports specific behavior changes and
the most appropriate action is dependent on the patient’s preferences. Many
clinical consultations may require elements of both approaches, however. This
article describes these 2 approaches—one to address ambivalence to medically
indicated behavior change and the other to support patients in making health
care decisions in cases where there is more than one reasonable option—and discusses how clinicians can draw on these approaches alone and in combination to
achieve patient-centered care across the range of health care problems.
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INTRODUCTION

D

uring the past several decades, patients’ values, preferences,
and experiences have been given increasing emphasis in clinical interactions in an effort to promote patient-centered care.1
Patient-centered care has been found to be associated with improved
patient outcomes, including improved self-management, patient satisfaction, and medication adherence, and some studies have found evidence
for improved clinical outcomes.2,3 Data from surveys and qualitative and
observational research indicate that clinicians often do not take patients’
perspectives into account; rather, clinicians often promote or recommend
specific treatments rather than consider patients’ preferences during the
decision-making process.4-7
Clinicians are commonly challenged by the diversity of situations that
arise in practice when they attempt to implement patient-centered care.
For example, providing patient-centered care for a patient at the end of
life is very different from counseling a patient with a long-term health
condition or providing advice about preventative care. Each situation has
different psychosocial, cultural, and medical implications. A key factor is
the degree to which a clinical situation has acceptable alternative courses
of action, ie, situations of equipoise,8 or whether there is clear evidence for
a preferred course of action. For the patient electing to have a mastectomy
or lumpectomy in early breast cancer, equipoise exists about the long-term
outcomes. Evidence for a preferred course of action is found for the overweight smoker with diabetes who is encouraged to consider quitting.
Clearly, different situations require different communication approaches,
and patient-centered approaches for each of these situations have been
delineated during the last few decades. We wish to focus this article on
2 specific methods, namely, shared decision making and motivational
interviewing. As researchers and practitioners, we also wish to share our
experience with both. In this article, we provide guidance for how to apply
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patient-centered approaches across a range of clinical
problems. In doing so, we explore the definitions of
shared decision making and motivational interviewing and summarize the evidence on their use. We also
consider the overlap between the 2 approaches and
discuss how practitioners can flexibly combine them to
improve their patient-centered practice.

MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING AND
SHARED DECISION MAKING

Shared Decision Making
Shared decision making is a method “where clinicians
and patients make decisions together using the best
available evidence, where patients are encouraged to
consider available screening, treatment, or management options and the likely benefits and harms of
each.”11 In this approach, the clinicians’ role is to help
patients become well-informed, help them develop
their personal preferences for available options, and
provide professional guidance where appropriate.
Most existing research on shared decision making
has considered episodic one-time decisions, such as
whether to have surgery. Shared decision making
can also have a much broader scope and be applied
to all situations where competing options exist or
approaches need prioritization.
Figure 1 shows a simplified way of thinking about
shared decision making in clinical practice.12 The figure
assumes that the practitioner has achieved the first step
of building a constructive relationship and that a decision is needed. Three steps are then shown:
1. E
 xplain the need to consider alternatives as a
team (team talk)
2. D
 escribe the alternatives in more detail (option
talk); use decision support tools when possible
and appropriate
3. Help patients explore and form their personal
preferences (decision talk)

There has been increasing interest in the concept of
shared decision making, in which the clinicians’ role
is to help patients understand what the reasonable
options are, then elicit, inform, and integrate patients’
informed preferences as they relate to the available
options. Motivational interviewing has also received
attention as a patient-centered approach to counseling
for guiding behavior change, usually when a patient
feels ambivalent, eg, about lifestyle choices or adherence to medication.9,10 A motivational interviewing
approach enables clinicians to have a goal for counseling while acknowledging and exploring variation in
individuals’ commitment to and interest in changing
their behavior.
Clinicians must be able to identify situations where
these methods are most appropriate and recognize that
sometimes both methods may be required. Doing so
can introduce complexity in providing patient-centered
care, and many clinical problems do not fit neatly into
Motivational Interviewing
one or another category. For example, many problems
Motivational interviewing is focused on helping
can have one more-effective option but still have mulpatients identify and resolve ambivalence about changtiple acceptable options given the patient’s preferences.
ing their behavior, typically by exploring their personal
perspectives as well as perceived barriers. Motivational
A good example is with treatment of hypertension; the
interviewing is most often applied in situations that
clinician may wish to promote a specific medication but
usually require some degree of behavior change about
would be willing to prescribe a different, slightly less
effective medication if it resulted in the patient being
which a patient feels ambivalent, eg, about lifestyle
more likely to adhere to the medication regimen. In
choices or adherence to medications. Originally developed for dealing with drug and alcohol addiction, the
addition, many problems involve a range of trade-offs.
For example, a clinician may wish to encourage an obese scope of motivational interviewing has widened to
patient to lose weight and draw upon motivational inter- include how best to motivate behavior change across
viewing to elicit a commitment to weight loss. Once
many domains.14 Patient (or client) centeredness is a
achieved, however, it may be most appropriate to use shared decision making to
Figure 1. Shared decision making.
determine the best method for the patient
Deliberation
Initial
Informed
to lose weight, eg, diet, exercise, or medical
preferences
preferences
interventions.
These complexities make patientTeam
Option
Decision
Decision
centered care difficult for practitioners,
talk
talk
talk
and we think the lack of clarity about how
to communicate appropriately in these
Adapted, with permission, from Elwyn et al and Mulley et al.
differing situations contributes to cliniNotes: team talk = explain need to consider options, ensure patient feels part of a team, ie, not
abandoned to make decision on own. Option talk = describe options, pros and cons. Decision
cians’ documented failure to use a patienttalk = explore what matters most and help patients form preferences.
centered approach.
12
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Figure 2. Motivational interviewing.
Motivation

Commitment
Planning

Evoking

Focusing

Engaging
Notes: engaging = building of a helpful relationship; focusing = developing
specific direction about change; evoking = eliciting the patient’s own motivations for change; planning = developing commitment to change, formulating a
concrete plan of action.

core principle: motivational interviewing recognizes
that making behavioral changes is difficult and that
telling or persuading people to change will often meet
with resistance. Instead of viewing resistance as a problem (or failure), motivational interviewing approaches
resistance as ambivalence that should be “explored
and resolved”14 and in so doing elicits and encourages
patient’s own motives to change.
Motivational interviewing involves 4 overlapping
and additive steps: (1) engaging, (2) focusing, (3) evoking, and (4) planning (Figure 2). Engaging refers to
building a helpful working relationship and is a prerequisite for focusing, a process during which a specific
direction about change is developed and maintained
in the conversation. Evoking involves eliciting the
patient’s own motivations for change; their ideas and
feeling are recognized, elicited, explored, and reinforced. Planning encompasses both developing commitment to change and formulating a concrete plan of
action: it is a conversation about action, eliciting the
patient’s own solutions and continuing to strengthen
talk about change as a plan emerges.
Both motivational interviewing and shared decision
making are patient-centered methods that promote the
ethical imperative of respecting autonomy, and both
have been associated with improved patient outcomes.
The strongest evidence for shared decision making
comes from the use of decision support tools. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 86 trials suggests
consistent improvement in patients’ knowledge and
more accurate perceptions of risk, leading to increased
ANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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confidence in decisions.15 In addition, in some trials
patients have decided not to undergo elective surgery
after becoming better informed.15 Other trials have
found improvements in patients’ ability to self-manage
long-term conditions and adherence to medication.16
Most research, though, has pertained to one-time
dichotomous decisions; more work is in progress about
how shared decision making is relevant to ongoing
decisions for long-term conditions.17
For motivational interviewing, there is evidence
for efficacy in treating addictions and mixed evidence
for efficacy in improving health outcomes of patients
with diabetes, asthma, high blood pressure, and heart
disease.18-21 Most studies have found positive results
on lifestyle change outcomes and on psychological
outcomes, although some trials have been described as
having methodological limitations.22 Yet, the principles
and methods of motivational interviewing are highly
valued by practitioners frustrated with the ineffectiveness of the traditional prescriptive advice giving.20,23
Integrating Shared Decision Making and
Motivational Interviewing
Both shared decision making and motivational interviewing focus on engaging patients to explore their
views and opinions, including options for treatment or
management approaches from the patients’ perspective.
Although traditionally these methods have been applicable in distinct and nonoverlapping situations, practitioners may benefit from drawing on both approaches
to maintain a patient-centered orientation in real-world
clinical situations.
Figure 3 illustrates the contrasting goals and contexts of shared decision making and motivational
interviewing, as well as their overlap and the interrelationships between the associated principles and skills.
As discussed, motivational interviewing is focused on
supporting change away from risky behavior toward a
specific evidence-based behavior change goal, such as
toward a health-enhancing behavior (reducing smoking
or excessive drinking), or toward a physical state that
conveys less risk to health (managing blood glucose
levels, maintaining a body mass index of 25 or less). In
contrast, shared decision making has been considered
relevant when weighing reasonable options to make
a decision on treatment. These processes share common components and can and should be integrated to
achieve patient-centered goals.
Motivational interviewing and shared decision making respect autonomy and build relationships based on
respect for and curiosity about the patient as a person.
Both rely on fundamental communication skills—developing trust, understanding, empathy, and patient enablement facilitate decision making and behavior change.
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Context

Figure 3. The relationship of shared decision making and motivational interviewing.
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The aims of both methods are accomplished through
exchanging information, reflective listening, and
responding to emotions. Depending on the goal, practitioners use these fundamental skills to lesser or greater
extents. Motivational interviewing addresses ambivalence to change; the interviewer seeks to explore and
understand the patient’s reasons to change before setting out a plan of action. What, for instance, is the benefit of smoking to the smoker? Why might that person
want to stop smoking? How important is it to stop or to
continue smoking? In contrast, shared decision making
strives to clarify treatment options and help a patient
to actively consider those options before supporting a
journey toward informed, well-considered preferences
and confident decisions. As shown in Figure 3, these
complementary processes can be integrated in providing
counseling for such long-term conditions as diabetes, as
well as for behavioral changes, such as weight loss.
A Practical Example
To illustrate clinical situations in which integration of
these methods can be appropriate, we consider Bill,
ANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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who is 55 years old and has problems with his type 2
diabetes mellitus (Figure 4). He lives with his wife and
works long hours as a factory security guard.
In this example, the medical literature provides
ample evidence that Bill’s health outcomes will be
improved if his diabetes were better controlled. His
practitioner wants to promote improved blood glucose
control, and Bill has a range of options. To improve
his risk profile, he could take more medication (or use
insulin), as well as lose weight and exercise. It is also
possible that by losing weight and by exercising more,
it may be unnecessary for Bill to take more medication.
Bill, however, is ambivalent about making any changes.
Figure 4 illustrates how shared decision making
and motivational interviewing can used to help Bill
choose how to manage his problems. The first key
task of the patient-centered practitioner is to establish
rapport and trust with Bill, including communicating curiosity and respect for his views and priorities.
In addition, it is important that the practitioner and
Bill have a common understanding of the issue to
be addressed during the visit. While emphasizing
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that improved blood pressure and glucose levels will
improve his long-term health outcomes, the practitioner can draw on motivational interviewing to help
Bill explore his ambivalence about making changes.
The practitioner would listen as Bill considers what
is important and draw out Bill’s reasons for making or
not making changes. Motivational interviewing would
help Bill explore his ambivalence to change, focus on
a goal that he might mention, and then help him build
confidence in achieving that goal while the practitioner attempts to avoid blame or guilt.
When discussing his commitment to change, Bill
will need to consider whether he finds any possible
options to be acceptable, and if so, which are best
given his circumstances and priorities. The practitioner’s use of shared decision making helps to compare
options by discussing the pros and cons of potential
treatments and listening carefully to concerns as Bill
forms his preferences informed by new information.
Motivational interviewing and shared decision
making can be applied sequentially so that motivating patients to change is followed by decision making
to help decide on a preferred approach. It is equally
possible, and in many cases desirable, to integrate
these methods as an ongoing process. Clinicians
may, for example, provide information about options
before eliciting patients’ preferences—part of a shared
decision-making approach—then guide their counsel-

ing based on the degree of acceptable behavior change
given the patients’ level of ambivalence.
In Bill’s case, using an integrated approach by drawing on both motivational interviewing and shared
decision making can help address Bill’s ambivalence
toward change and identify the most realistic option
for addressing his chronic health conditions, as well as
help develop a plan for change. Ultimately, Bill decides
to tackle his adherence to medication, work with
his wife regarding his need for dietary changes, and
attempt to exercise more at home. He will continue to
consider whether and when he might address the more
difficult lifestyle changes that would reduce the need
for more intensive treatment.

CONCLUSIONS
Providing patient-centered care consistently in clinical
practice requires practitioners who are able to recognize that different clinical situations require different
approaches and are skilled enough to adapt and, where
needed, integrate methods. When patients face tough
treatment decisions, shared decision making alone
is appropriate. Where clinicians perceive a need to
change behavior to improve health outcomes, motivational interviewing could be used. These 2 methods
can be integrated when behavior change and choosing
between competing options are relevant. Identifying

Figure 4. Bill is overweight and having trouble with his diabetes.
Bill is overweight (body mass index = 35) and has persistent high blood pressure and high glycosylated hemoglobin levels, even though he has
received prescriptions for high doses of medication. He admits to a poor diet, skipping his medication, and no real interest in exercise.
Initial Steps: Practitioner establishes rapport with patient and discusses the context for the decision to be made. In doing so, techniques from
both motivational interviewing and shared decision making can be used:
Focusing (motivational interviewing), in which the practitioner directs the conversation toward the need to lower Bill’s blood glucose levels
Team talk (shared decision making), in which the practitioner reviews the need to consider the different options available for lowering blood
glucose levels, creating a constructive dialogue.
Shared Decision Making
Motivational Interviewing
Option Talk

Evoking

• Explain why options need to be considered.

• Avoid persuasion and draw out people’s own motives.
Bill’s doctor explores what is important to Bill. What reasons might he
have to stay as he is or to change? Bill reports that he wishes to lose
weight, because he is beginning to notice increased pain in his knees
when walking. He also has been bothered by frequent urination that
interferes with his ability to do his work as a security guard.
• Listen as they consider change.
His doctor listens, reinforces, and summarizes the change that makes
sense to Bill. The physician discovers that Bill does not want to burden on his wife, who does all the cooking. His ability to exercise is
limited by his need to care for his elderly mother. His unusual work
hours also make it difficult for him to remember to take his pills.

Bill’s doctor outlines a number of options and explains why
they coexist.
• Provide accurate information about the pros and cons of
available options.
Bill could lose weight or increase his exercise levels, preferably do both together, in an effort to bring his body mass
index down to less than 30. He could also take additional
oral medication or take his current medication more consistently. Or he could start insulin therapy, but this option is
known to lead to further weight gain. Details about these
options are shared.
Decision Talk

Planning

• Listen and support as people form preferences.

• Support change planning if ready.
His doctor supports Bill to make a plan for change that might work:
bring his wife to the next appointment as the first step, consider
types of exercise he can do at home, and use medication reminders
on his cell phone.
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Bill would rather avoid more medication; he already has sideeffects. He is reluctant to consider insulin. His preferences
change as he understands more about the trade-offs: he
becomes more interested in weight loss when he hears that
going on insulin would risk him gaining even more weight.
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the appropriate application of these patient-centered
methods, alone and in combination, will assist practitioners in achieving a patient-centered clinical practice.
Finally, we acknowledge the considerable challenge
of implementing shared decision making and motivational interviewing into routine practice, let alone
integrating them seamlessly as complex patients’ needs
arise. We believe, however, that we will see little progress in patient-centered care unless these approaches are
valued as core elements of good practice; they should
be taught, assessed, and integrated into daily practice,
then appropriately measured and rewarded. By so
doing, we envision a better future for medical practice.
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